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The Concept Of fnana-lnThe
Philosophy Of Sri Abhirama

'To know'is an innate urge in man because of which
man asks whys, what and hows.When the desire to know is
directed to know the particular, it comes within the ambit of
natural science and social science.But philosophy undertakes to
understand what is knowledge?, what are the sources of
knowledge, what are the limits of knowledge and what is the
nature of knowledge? Besides, it examines the relationship
among knower (jnata), known (ineya) and knowledge (inana)
itself. Every act of knowledge presupposes a conscious
subject.Consciousness is presupposed in every act ofknowing,
be it sensory perception or innsl perception by mind and the
internal sense organs.

In Vedanta one finds a lucid analysis of the concept of
selfor afinan.In kenopanisad it has been argued as to how the
selfremains as an entity which can neither be perceived through
sense organs nor conceived through the mind.The means of
presentation can not be presented.The eye can not be an object
in the visual field says Witge- nstein.Much before that the Indian
thinkers, the Indian philosophers have argued that self being the
basis precondition of all cognitive activities, it can not be
cognized.That which being there eyes sea how can it be
Seen?That which being there mind thinks how can it be thought
about?That which being there speech is possible how can it be
spoken aboutt?The Vedantic dictum is that .know thy self
(atmanam vidhi) because by knowing that everything is
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known.Since the atman or self is non-different from Bratrman

which is infinite, to know it is to know everything just as by
knowing the clay everything made of clay is known.By knowing
'that' ever5rthing is known2.Since it is inlinite no predication is
possible because every predication limits the infinite.Every
predicate has a finite inport.So to understand the infinite with a
particular predicate is to make the infinite appear as

finite.Upanisads do not make room for agnosticism.They say;

that can be known onlybybecoming it. Brahman can be known
only by becoming Brahman3.So they intoduce another mode of
knowing where the subject knows the object by becoming the
object.In this mode of knowing, there is no duality between the
knower and known, the subject and the object.

The concept ofthe phenomenon of knowing is alien to
the nature ofthe selfbecause there is nothingwhich is external
to the self or different from the self.The self shines in its native
glory and it is not subjectto change ormodifications.It is the ego

ofthe individual which is subjectto change ormodification.But
the transcendental 'I' or self is beyond change or modification.
Abhirama underlines the unique distinction behveen the emperical

experience and transcendental experience (Brahmoubhna).
Emperical experience presupposes the distinction between the
knower and the known.The subject and the object constitute the
part of empirical experience without which empirical experience

will become an impossibility.The two, condition each other
therefore such knowledge is bound to be relativeAsthe empirical
self is the subject in relation to the object the tanscendental self
is the subject in relation to the individual subject.The
transcendental subject or the pure self is mere witness of the
empirical and all its activities.But the wihessing function on the
part of the pure self does not tatamount to activity on its part
because its mere presence tatamount to the witnessship of the
supreme.a
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The universe is an integral part of the cosmic wave or

cosmic wheel.Each spoke on the wheel is intimately connected
with other without any break.From the empirical point ofri.*,
the ego perceives the difference but from the transcendental
point ofview there is absolute identity.Abhirama reiterates that
mind intellect and ego are the product of prabti which has
beginning and being the evolutes of prabti,they are subject to
the influence of gunas.since the pure serf orthe ultimate self is
trigmattita(beyond the three gunas), it does not experience the
trichotomy of knower, known and knowledge.The empirical
knowledge is necessary for undertaking the transactions of life
is known as uyavaharika jnana(gtragmatic knowledge) where
asthe knowledge ofthe ultimate is called intuitive knowledge or
par amarthik jnana or yathmtha j nana. According to Abhirama
the soul which is beginingless andmatterwhich is beginningare
co-eternal realities and that they are two different aspects of
Brahman, the ultimate realrty.

The individual, i.e., jiva is a complex state of anadi and
adiwithequal potentiality.It is exclusively stated that jivais adi
where as parama is anadi.s[nterestingly both the eternal,
beginingless (anodi) nd those that have begin ing(adi), theetemal
and ephemeral co-exist in every particular.'There is nothing which
is not pervaded by 'Him, be it living or non-living, atoms or sub-
atoms.Tsince every substance contains the eternal within i! it
has the property ofthe ultimate.so every thing is essentialryor
potentially conscious.llt is prabti which is respon sible for moya
on account ofwhich the one is seen as the many and ignorance
because of which an individual perceives anadias adi.This is
how knowledge and ignorance co-existAnadi is the purusa,
the subject and adi,the prakri is the object ofknowledgert"rgr,
the subject and object are essentially onq on account of ignorance,
they are seen as many.Names and forms are mistaken to be
real.There is a sense in which the relative particulars are also
the content or the eternal essenoe within that.But to conskue
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the particular as particular that is devoid of supreme essence is
caused by ignorance.Just asjiv4 the unit consciousness is subject
in relation to the empirical world which constitute its object,
individual jivas are object in relation to universal *rf or Bratmi
which is the subject.when on account of acquisition of right
knowledge, one perceives the supreme self in everyparticuiar,
there remains no difference between the self and norself because
the same self is perceived in every where in everyparticular.

Abhirama seems to have clearly inclined towards
Ramanuja in so far as he holds that knowledge reveals
itself.Knowledge is serf l,minious.It reveals the subject as wefl
as the object.In this respect there is a clear atrinity between
Abhirama and mimamsakas.But unlike Mimamsakas he holds
that consciousness is an essential property of the serf.It is not
accidental but intrinsic to the nature of the serf.Even in deep
sleep self enjoys bliss.That is why after waking up one repo;
that one had good sleep or sound sleep.Since self is non-other
than Brahmaq it partakes the nature of Brahman which is of
the nature of truth, consciousness and briss(saccidananda).so
selfconsciousness is a blissfur experience which defines nature
of the self in its native stance.Self being presupposed in every
act of empirical perception, it can not be an object of
perception.Self can not be an object of knowredge because that
being there all fonns of empirical knowledge is possible.serf is
known by itself.When the self is known, every thing is known
because self partakes in the nature of Brahmanand the worrd
of multiplicity is nothing but varied expression of Brahman.so
Brahman and,the world are constituted by the same essence.That
which is Brahman from macrocosmic point of view, is atmot
from microcosmic point of view.When Brahman becomes
embodied, it is termed as atman-so atmajnanqis not different
from Brahma jnana and that is the highest knowledge.So the
knowledge of Brahman in form of .I, am Brahman(ahom
Brahmasmi), that self is Brahman(ayam atma Brahma), that
though art{tatnamas),etc., is told as the highest knoJedge
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differently termed as yathartho jnana, Brahma jnana, atmo
jnana and paramarthic jnana.

The domain of human mind is one of conflict and
struggle.The struggle is between 'what is' and .what shall be,,
the actual and the ideal, between the predicamentthatmind exists
and the ideal state one seeks to achieve, the conflict between
being and becoming and the existential dilemma that one
encounter.eAbhirama underlines the fact that as is your mind, so
is the world.what we think and feer and the way Letrveen how
we act is projected by ourselves, the world.So the world that we
come across is in a sense created and begining by us.Since human
mind is finite, the projectedworrd also appears finite and limited
which is the cause of misery.As we thinh so we become.If we
think subtle, we become subtle and ifwe think crude, we become
crude.tThis view can be said corollary of his ontolory where
Abhirama expounds the doctrine of pinda (microcJsm) and
Brahmanda(macrocosm) trying to show the essential identity
between the two.This is the upanisadic vision so far as he takes
the ultimate cause of this universe as the nature of pure
consciousness and it is one consciousness which has
metamorphosed itself in to many.Since every thing has come
out of one, it partakes the nature ofthe one, the premidial entity
which is ofthe nature oftruth, consciousness and bliss.sincethl
world of divercities are nothing but manifold expression ofthe
same substance, it can not be taken as ultimately true.In his
lalguage consciousness is the ontytruth, the primodial trutrr and
it-resides in every particular as its essence.iThough the world
gfnames and forms(nama rupa)is subject to change, subject to
birth, growth and decay, consciousness which is its unOertying
essence does not die.Since every thing has come from one and
shall ultimately merge in the one therefore the source and the
ultimate goal is also one.Consciousness is there in the beginning
and at the end and in between which is the essence of every
particular.r2since consciousness is the urtimate substance, evei
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thing small or big, whether an ant or an elephan! an atom or a
galary partakes ofthe nature ofconsciousness.

The unit of matter and the unit of consciousness are
integral part ofthe whole universe.One need not look for purusa
over and above the creation.The whole universe represents the
unique co-presence of purusa and prakrti.So purusa and prakrti
are ontologically real in and through different particulars.To
illustrate this he is taking an example of seed and tee which are

nothing but the substlier and grosser manifestation ofthe same

underlying reality.Seed is the cause and hee is the effect.Similarly
when tree is the cause, seed is the effect.Pinda and Brahmanda
are likely to be seed and tree respectively.Without pinda there is
no Brahmanda and vice-versa.Without microcosm there is no
macrocosm and vice-versa.Pinda is the root cause, Brahmanda
is its subtlier form and Brahmanda is the cause where pinda is
its subtle form.It is inpindathatjivaresides which is not different
from Brahman which is the cosmic locus.l3This can be
understood through anuman(inference)

Abhiram categories manas(mrnd) in to five kinds, i.e.,
mana,vimana, htman, sumond and amana and maintains that
they are the evolutes of prakruti.The five basic elements, i.e.,
sky, ar, fire, water and earth are the constifuents of five mancs
and different organs of the body.ra

Corresponding to fle mdnas there are five levels of
soulMota is related toTz anatmo, vimana is rclatadto tattvdma,
kumana is related to jivatma, sumctn is related to dhyanatma
and amana is related to paramatma and placed in the elements
of earth, water, air, fire and ether respectively.l5

The{ive manas, five basic elements, five sense organs,
five motor organs, five vital airs, the five classification of soul
are intimately interrelatedwith each otherand inseparable from
the absolute.This again shows the oneness of pinda and,

Brahmonda, subject and object. The absolute absorbs the things
of contradictory nature.
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Whatever is true of macrocosm is true of the
microcosm.The Mohabharata war can be taken as qrmbolic of
the war between the individuals.It is the symbolic of the war
between good and bad, right and wrong.The war situation is

also the indicative of the fact that self when embodied comes

under the influence of the gmas.Tholgh there is an ongoing

war within, it is the self which witnesses the war.The notion of
hell and heaven is vizualisedbyAbhirama in adifferentway.He
says that one can meaningfully discover heaven and hell within
the human body.Though the infinite consciousness lies within,
the city of Brahman is within, one does not discover it.Explain
this Taittereya upanisad describes five kosas in man namely

annamaya kosa, prdnmaya kosa, manamaya kosa,
vijnanamaya kosa and onondarnaya kosa and corresponding

to these five layers there are objective correlate such as matter,

life, mind, intellect and ananda respectively(Taitt.U.,2.I).Here
ananda is an existential state charucteiznd by bliss.

Abhirama is explicit about the essential identity between

microcosm and macrocosm Qtinda and brahmando).He says

Brabnqtda evolves from microc osm Qfinda) and vice-versa.He

emphatically declares that what is in the pinda is also in
Brahmanda and vice-versa.Therefore he holds that the knower

(inata), known Qneya) and knowledge (inana) are non-
dual.Every thing is pervaded by Brahman The vedantic vision
of unit is underlined byAbhiramar6. 'He'is all pervasive.There

is no particle ofthe universe which does not bear 'His' glory.His

concept of sabdho Brahma and nama Brahma bears eloquent

testimony to his vision.

The concept of evolution profounded by Abhirama
confirms oneness and unit of microcosm and macrocosm.The

evolution is initiated by the playfull nature ofBrahman(rrla).First
of all it brust in to onadi punua the begininglesspzrnsa and

that which is beginning thatis prabti or adi.Abhiramah view
about the evolution of the world almost has affinity with the
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sankhya evolution of the world and evolution marks the dis-

equillibrium in the gunas of pralvti.So the state preceeding

creation is the state ofharmony and equianimity among the gwas

and the world we encounter witresses the perpefual conflict

among these different grmas.

The knowledge ofuni! oneness and identity canbe had

not through empirical means but through intuitive
comprehension.One can realizs the identiy of inhalation and

exhalation which produce sound like'hamsa' or'sohom',
contains the secret of highest knowledge as it tells us 'I am that

and He is me'.This knowledge is termed as'Ekaksara'. 'l'
here means jiva and 'He' parama.This is in nutshell sums up the

metaphysical secret that is the identiy between 'I' and 'He', the

jiva and Brahman.This is the very easy way of comprehending

the absolute .r7 'Hamsa'(I am He) is the onlytruth.5aOne who is

established in this truth is bound to thinkthat there is only one

agent for all actions.This takes away the sense of agency and

subsequently a person does not feel attached to the frtrits of
actions andhe performs actionswiththe sense of instrumentality

as a result, the kannic fruit is offered at the divine-ttThe highest

knowledge that is the knowledge of Ekaksoro that is 'I am

Bralrman (oham Brahmosmi) contains the highest truth in a
condense form.

Abhirama is a non-compromising rationalist.Though all

his works are tempered with devotional fervour, he is rationalist

at the core.He would agree with the rationalists that the real is

rational both in microcosmic and macrocosmic dimension.This

is well brought out by the pinda-Brahmonda identity theory

profounded by Abhirama.The ultimate reality not only

transcendents the frnite domain but also is immanent in every

unit structure how evertiny it may be.Since the whole universe

is nothingbut outer expression or objective manifestation ofthe

same principle, one can see the cosmic unit, the bhoomatn anu

arld Brahmonda inthe pinda.So reason has to be empowered

in the manner so that it helps one to transcendent the domain of
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finite when one realizes that the finite has its own boundaries.So
it is the work ofreason to draw boundary ofreason.This is where
bhahi studsout as paramount.When the right knowledge dawns
one becomes liberated from the bondage of multiplicity. So to
see the difference is to run in to bondage.Real knowledge enables

one to see that one beneath the many.As a result one escapes

the distinction, captivity of sentiments and binding
propencities.Since the reality is rational atthe core, reason gives

us the clue for understanding the reality in its dynamic aspects.re

Depending on where one stands in the journey to the ultimate or
runs of the ladder that one occupies Abhirama classifies
knowledge in to seven categories.2o

(i)Subhescha Jnana (Good wishes):-This is a kind of
knowledge arouse out of reading sacred books, participating
satsanga etc. It results in happiness and detachment.

(ii) B i c hdr and Jndfi a (U nderstanding) : -This knowledge
creates the discrimination between eternal and non-eternal, real
and unreal, bondage and liberation.

(iii)Tanumanas Jnanaz-Wben body and mind remain
detached from sense-enjoyment the kind of knowledge arouse

in our mind is called Tanumanasa Jnana.

(iv)Sattopati JnanaiWhen mind tums in word being
detached from the external world, the kind of knowledge that
arises in us is called sattapati Jnano, (satta means the stuff,
the foundation, i.e., the self).

(v)AsamashaHi Jnana:-V{hen we realize the ultimate
agentship of the ultimate and worlg being an instrument in the
hands of divine, the kind of knowledge out ofwhich it arises is

called asamashahi Jnana.

(vi)Padartha bhavini Jnana:-When there is only
spiritual desire to be one withBrahman,the kind of knowledge
out of which it arises is called padartha bhavini Jnana
'Padorth' means the substance. God alone is the only substance.
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(vii)Turyo ga Jnana:-Whenall the previous knowledge

is achieved this knowledge spontaneously or naturally flows.
This is the knowledge ofnon-difference of individual self from
the supreme self. This is the highest kind ofknowledge equated
with ntnamasi (Tat tvam asi-That thou art).This is called
sattvika Jnana or 'Ekaksara mantra,.

ButAbhirama takes more comprehensive view of action,
knowledge and devotion and says that neither one attains the
highest state through action nor knowledge nor devotion without
the grace of the divine.Here come the role of bhakti and
surrender. Action and knowledge must be tempered with devotion
so that theyleld the optimal result.The man ofhighest knowledge
has to be the man of devotion because he is the man who sees
one in every thing and therefore takes the whole cosmos as his
family, treats every one as his kindered.When knowledge is
blended with devotion, it takes the form of nirjuna
bhaf,l,i-similarlyan action must alsobe pennittedwith bhakti so
that whatever one does, one ttrinks that one does the action to
please the lord and one performs action as His effective
insfiument as the result ofwhich the sense of .I, and ,mine, the
egotism does not affect the moral agent.Though human life is
important one should always remember ig one should always
upper most in ones mind that because of the ignorance one is
likely to mistake the relative as absolute . Moksa is not an
extraneous attainment.It results only when self instead of
identifying itself with the body on account of the influence of
avidya, realizes its tue nature that it is of the nature of sa! cit
and ananda.As a matter of fact according to Abhirama atua is
ever free and is never in bondage.The so called bondage is
apparent in so far as because of the tansient influence of maya
one takes the body- mind complex to be the self.This is the nature
of ignorance which rise at the root of samsoa orthe world and
that provides the clue that when one over comes ignorance by
attaining the right knowledge, one gets established in the highest
state which is of the nature of sat-cit & anoda.
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